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This Week 

Risk 

Risk is not simply the probability of something going wrong. Risk is the probability  

of something going wrong multiplied by how much you will lose if it goes wrong. 

Compound interest is a process by which interest increases your principal, so that next year you earn interest 

on the principal plus the interest you got last year.  Unfortunately, there is also compound (or "cascading") 

risk. That's where something goes wrong, and because it went wrong, it causes something else to go wrong, 

and maybe that causes yet another thing to go wrong, and so forth. 

Buying on margin is a double-edged sword. When you buy on margin, you borrow money from your broker to 

increase your investment buying power,  that way you can make more money if your investment pays off. 

Unfortunately, buying on margin also means you lose money faster if your investment moves against you. If 

your investment moves too far against you, your broker issues a margin call, either you must deposit more 

money, or they will sell off your shares to cover your losses (to make sure they don't lose money). 

If  lots of people are buying on margin, it creates compound risk. That is, if the market goes down, most 

people have to sell shares to cover their margin losses, which creates an over-supply of shares for sale. Too 

many shares for sale causes market prices to go down, which triggers more margin losses, so more people 

have to sell, which increases supply, which causes prices to go down, which. .  .      You get the idea. 

 

The ratio of margin risk versus GDP is now higher than at any time in the last 70 years. In round numbers, 4% 

of GDP equals about $936 billion. Now, imagine what would happen if the market started to decline, and 

then an extra $936 billion of US stocks suddenly went on sale. The sudden jump in supply would drive prices 

down further down, which would probably trigger more selling. . . 

Quantitative Easing  and corporate stock buyback programs have artificially driven stock prices up for years. 

Once the market starts to go down, stock prices at record highs and margin buying at 70-year highs are both 

factors that will add fuel to the decline. As stocks fall, the biggest losers will be the investors who are the last 

ones out the door.                                                                  (Chart from Steve Blumenthal's "On My Radar") 

https://www.cmgwealth.com/ri/on-my-radar-what-inflation-means-to-stock-prices/


Market Barometers       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

I will be first to admit that charts do NOT forecast price – they show the path of  

least resistance and provide an excellent risk management tool.  —  Peter Brandt 

The MTAs for all four major indexes are still green, but IWM has lost money for a second 

week and this week the SPX was basically flat. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

The SPX managed to make a tiny new high close on Thursday, but it has essentially remained flat for 2 

weeks. Meanwhile, the NYAD dropped from 14150 to 9877, and the SPXA50R went flat before falling 

from 77 to 63. Both the NYAD and the SPXA50R returned to the levels they were at on Oct 20. In the 

past when the NYAD and the SPXA50R diverged from price, the SPX turned and followed the other two 

indicators in the short term. We'll have to see if the same thing happens this time. 

 

 

 
 



Bullish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bull markets. 

 

Last week's choices were: DBC 17%, IGV 17%, IWM 17%, IYT 17%, QQQ 17%, and TIP 

16%. 

Top 10 ETFs from the Bullish and Bearish Universes  

Sym MTA RelStr Long High-15% High-7.5% Last Div Notes 

IYT ↑ 3.5 ↑↑ yes $237.32 $258.26 $273.28 0.7%  

DBC ↑ 3.3 ↓↓ yes $18.56 $20.20 $20.85 — caution < $20.20 

IGV ↑ 3.2 ↑↑ yes $379.54 $413.03 $439.36 —  

QQQ ↑ 2.9 ↑↑ yes $343.39 $373.69 $403.99 0.5%  

IWM ↑ 2.4 ↑↑ yes $206.18 $224.37 $231.72 0.8% caution < $230 

VTI ↑ 2.2 ↑↑ no $206.37 $224.58 $241.48 1.3%  

VNQ ↑ 1.5 ↑↑ no $94.28 $102.60 $109.42 2.2%  

GLD ↑ 1.3 ↑↑ no $164.81 $179.38 $172.61 —  

USMV ↑ 1.1 ↑↑ no $66.66 $72.54 $77.89 1.5%  

VGK ↑ 0.5 ↑ no $60.01 $65.30 $68.42 2.5%  

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: → 



https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/


IYT was repulsed by the centerline of its 84-wek rising channel on Nov 8 and this week it 

continues to move lower. DBC has been falling since Oct 20. IGV remains flat. QQQ made a 

new all-time high. IWM is in a short-term decline. 

VTI is consolidating above $240. VNQ continues to flirt with $110. GLD remains between 

$172.50 an $175. USMV is flat around $78. VGK is declining after trying to get above $70 

two weeks ago. 

TIP's slope is off the Top 10 Chart, but it is holding above $130. It has a 1.87% yield. 

No changes this week. Picks are still: DBC 17%, IGV 17%, IWM 17%, IYT 17%, QQQ 17%, 

and TIP 16%. 

 

 

 



Bearish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bear markets. 

 

 

DBC is still the only bearish ETF that is doing better than the VTI. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/bonds_and_dividends/


Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

 

SPX Sectors with slopes better than or equal to the VTI Index are: 

1 XLY  5.4 

2 XLE  5.3 

3 XTN  4.3 

4 XLK  3.3 

5 XRT  2.4 

6 XLB  2.4 

 

The price of XLF has fallen almost 5% in the last four weeks and XLE is down 7.5%. 

 

It's worth remembering that XLK, the technology sector, constitutes 24% of the S&P 500. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

Auxiliary Sector ETFs with slopes better than the VTI Index: 

1 XOP  7.6 

2 LIT  5.7 

3 SOXX  5.1 

4 USO  4.8 

5 META  4.4 

6 XHB  3.1 

7 ITB  3.0 

8 ARKQ  2.8 

9 FIVG  2.7 

10 ARKW  2.5 
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https://trendlinedynamics.com/auxiliary_sector_charts/

